A parallel algorithm to recognize cographs with a linear processor bound and a log' II time bound is presented. This result extends the result of Adhar and Peng (1990). Moreover, we get a better time processor product than the algorithm of Lin and Olariu (199 I ). As a consequence distance hereditary graphs can be recognized by the same processor and time bound.
Cographs form a subclass of perfect graphs (in each induced subgraph the clique number is identical to the chromatic number). Moreover, they are a subclass of the class of distance hereditary graphs (each connected induced subgraph preserves distances) [19, 4] .
Cographs are also those graphs, which do not have a path consisting of four vertices as an induced subgraph (see [6] ).
As said before, cographs have nice algorithmic properties. It is known that cographs can be recognized in linear time [7] . They can also be recognized in parallel by a polynomial (but not linear) number of processors in polylogarithmic time cl, 241.
The aim of this paper is to present a nearly optima1 parallel recognition algorithm of cographs. It will be shown that cographs can be recognized in O(log' n) time and O(n + m) processors by a CREW-PRAM. Here n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges. It improves the result of Adhar and Peng [l] and of Lin and Olariu [24] . Adhar and Peng needed O(nm) processors and O(10g2n) time on a CRCW-PRAM. Lin and Olariu needed O(nm + n') processors and O(1og n) time on an EREW-PRAM. Their time bound is better than the time bound of the algorithm in this paper but the time-processor product is worse.
As in all algorithms we use the fact that cographs can be described by so-called cotrees, which will be defined later. We proceed as follows. We construct a tree structure with the property that it is the cotree of the given graph provided it is a cograph. Afterwards we check, whether this tree is the cotree of the given graph.
Using ideas of the sequential recognition algorithm of distance hereditary graphs of Hammer and Maffray [ 171, we can use the parallel cograph recognition algorithm to recognize distance hereditary graphs.
Distance hereditary graphs form a subclass of the so-called parity graphs. They also can be recognized by a CRCW-PRAM in 0(10g2 n) time and O(nm) processors [l] . Recently, a parallel algorithm has been discovered which recognizes parity graphs in 0(10g2 n) time using a linear processor number [lo] . Section 2 introduces basic notation. Section 3 explains some basic properties of cographs and distance hereditary graphs. Section 4 describes the new parallel recognition algorithm of cographs. In Section 5, a parallel recognition algorithm of distance hereditary graphs is presented.
Notation and fundamental definitions

.I. Notions from graph theory
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E. Multiple edges and loops are not allowed. The edge joining x and y is denoted by xy. For a set WE V, denote by r(W) the set {v E V\ W: 3w E W VW E E} of neighbours of W which are not in W.
A path is a sequence (x 1 . . xk) of different vertices such that XiXi+ 1 E E. The disrance of vertices x and y of G is the length of a shortest path from x to y in G. A graph G is connected iff for each vertex x and y of G, there is a path from x to y in G. A cycle is a closed path, i.e. a cycle is a sequence (x,, . . . xk 1 x0) such that XiXi + 1 (modkj E E. A subgraph of (V, E) is a graph (V', E') such that v' c V, E' c E. An induced subgraph is an edge-preserving subgraph, i.e. (I/', E') is an induced subgraph of (V, E) iff V' c V and E' = {xy E E: x,y E V'}. A graph preserving distances in each connected induced subgraph is called distance hereditary.
A graph (V, E) is a cogruph (complement reducible) iff it can be constructed by the following rules: 1. each single vertex is a cograph, 2. the disjoint union of cographs form a cograph, 3. the complement of a cograph is a cograph. For any graph, the number of its vertices is denoted by n and the number of its edges is denoted by m. We assume that each graph is implemented as in 1291 as a lexicographically sorted array containing all ordered pairs of vertices which represent an edge.
Notions ,from complexity theory
The computation model is the concurrent read exclusive write parallel random access machine (CREW-PRAM) [12] . Since we do not compute on numbers exceeding the number of vertices of the input graph, we assume that any arithmetic operation can be performed by one time and one processor unit.
Trees
By a tree we mean a cycle-free connected graph. By a rooted tree we mean a directed graph, whose underlying undirected graph is a tree, with the additional property that there is a vertex r, called the root, such that each vertex x has a directed path to r.
For a rooted tree T = (VT, ET) with the root r and any x E V,\{Y), the parent Par(x) of x is the unique y, such that (x, y) E ET. x is also called a child of y. Vertices without children are called leaves. y E VT is called an ancestor of x E VT iff there is a directed path (possibly of length 0) from x to y in T. x is also called a descendent of y. The set of descendents of t in T including t is denoted by T,. We identify T, and its induced subtree. For x, y E VT, the least common ancestor of x and y, denoted by LCA(x, y), is the common ancestor z of x and y, such that no child of z is an ancestor of both, x and y.
For any graph G, a spanning tree is a tree, having the same vertices as G and being a subgraph of G.
Some fundamental complexity results
Here we shortly describe some basic results which will be necessary in the whole paper.
Theorem I (Shiloach and Vishkin [29] 
The structure of cographs and distance hereditary graphs
As previously stated, cographs can be described by a so-called cotree.
Let G = (If, E) be a graph. Then a labelled rooted tree T = (VT, ET) is called a cotree of G iff the following conditions are satisfied. 1. the leaves of T are identical to the vertices of G, 2. all nonleaf vertices are labelled by 0 or 1, 3. each directed path from any nonleaf vertex to the root is O-l-alternating, 4. each nonleaf vertex of T has at least two children, 5. for all leaves X, y E P', xy E E iff LCA(x, y) is I-labelled.
The following result can easily be determined by the recursive definition of cographs.
Theorem III (Corneil et al. [6] In [ 171 completely separable graphs are also motivated by the decomposition of boolean functions. This again is motivated by a principle to decompose optimization problems.
Recognition of cographs
In this section we shall prove the following result. Proof. Let G = (V, E) be any graph. We compute a 0-1-labelled tree F = (T,f) with the underlying rooted tree T and the 0, 1-labelling 1: This labelled tree has the property that it is the cotree for G iff G is a cograph. Afterwards we shall verify that .F is a cotree for G.
The algorithm to construct a candidate of a cotree is mainly based on the following result.
Lemma 1. Let (T,f) he a cotreefor the cograph G = ( V, E). Let v he u vertex of G. The set of connected components of GI {w: vw 4 E 1 is the set of sets of the,fbrm T, n V, such thut
I. t is I -lubelIed,
the 0-lahelled vertex Par(t) is an ancestor of v,
t is not an ancestor qf v.
Proof. Recall that uw 4 E iff LCA(u, w) is 0-labelled.
Consider any 1-labelled vertex t of T, such that Par(t) is a 0-labelled ancestor of c, but not t itself. Then for each leaf w of T,, LCA(v, M') and Par(t) coincide. Therefore I'\\' $ E. That means T, n V s {w: VW 4 E).
Claim 1. G I( T, n V) is a connected (induced) subgraph of G.
Proof. Let \v, and w2 be in T, n V. Consider u:= LCA(w,, w2).
Case 1: u = t. Then w, w2 E E, since their least common ancestor is the I-labelled tree vertex t.
Case 2: u # t. Then u is a proper descendent oft and therefore there exists a child U' oft which is an ancestor of u. Since we also assume that each nonleaf vertex of T has at least two children, we find a child U" oft which differs from u'. Let w be a descendent of U" which is in V. Then LCA(w,, w) = LCA(w2, w) = t is 1-labelled and therefore there exists a path w,, w, w2 in G. 0
Proof of Lemma 1 (Continued).
Note that for each w, such that VW $ E there is a 1-labelled child t of the 0-labelled vertex LCA(u, w), which is an ancestor of w, but not an ancestor of U. That means w is in a subtree T, of T, such that t is I-labelled, Par(t) is an ancestor of u, but not t.
To prove the lemma, it remains to prove the following claim.
Claim 2. For each t such that Par(t) is a 0-labelled ancestor of u, but t is not an ancestor of v, the set T, n V is a maximal connected subset of GI (w: VW # E}.
Proof. We consider two l-labelled vertices tr and t2, such that their 0-labelled parents are ancestors of v. Obviously, for each w1 E T,, and each w2 E T,, we have LCA(w,, w2) = LCA(t,, tz). Since Par(tl) and Par(t2) are ancestors of u, but not tl and t2, LCA(t,, t2) is an ancestor of Par(tr) and of Par(t2), and therefore on the unique path from u to the root r. Therefore, LCA(t,, tz) = Par(tl) or = Par(t2). Both vertices are 0-labelled. Therefore w1 w2 $ E. Therefore, no edge can be between any T,, and T,, with the property that the ti are 1-labelled, Par(ti) is an ancestor of u, but not tia Hereby the claim is proved, and hence Lemma 1. q Lemma 1 provides a way to construct the set of 0-labelled vertices which are ancestors of u. The next step is to determine the order they appear in the unique path in T from u to the root r.
Lemma
Let Cl = T,, n V and C2 = T,, n V be connected components of
Gl(w: VW 6 E). Then Par(tl) is an ancestor ofPar ifsT(C,) s T(C,).
Proof. We know that Par(tl) and Par(t,) are ancestors of zi, but not tl and t2. Trivially, Par(tl) is an ancestor of Par(t,) iff the set of i-labelled T-vertices on the path from Par(tl) to the root r is a subset of the set of 1-labelled vertices on the path from Par(t2) to the root r. We can set r(Ci) = {W E V\Ci: 3~' E Ci LCA(w, w') is 1-labelled}
Therefore, Par(t,) is an ancestor of Par(t2) iff the set of I-labelled ancestors of Par(t,)
is a subset of the set of I-labelled ancestors of Par(t2) iff T(C,) E r(C,). 0
We denote the ancestor relation by <:
tl 4 t2 ifF t, is an ancestor of t2.
We can interpret the last lemma as follows. Let wr v, w2 v 4 E and, for i = 1,2, let Ci be the connected component of {w: VW 4 E) which contains wi. Then LCA(v, wr) < fCA(v, w2) iff T(C,) s T(C,). The last condition is equivalent to I(r(C,))l < I(T(C,))I.
It remains to locate LCA(uw), for VW E E.
Lemma 3. Let vwI E E and vw2 4 E. Then LCA(v, u',)<LCA(v, wz) $"w, u'~ E E.
Proof. Follows directly from the cotree description of G. 0
We begin with the first part of the algorithm. We pick up a vertex v, such that
Here a is a sufJiciently large constant. Here we assume that such a L> exists.
We proceed as follows. We compute the set ?? of connected components of G) ( w # c': cw I$ E j. Since G is assumed to be Pa-free, all induced paths have a length of at most two. Therefore, two recursion steps of the connected component algorithm of [29] suffice to compute all connected components. Therefore, this step can be done in O(logn) CREW-time and a linear processor bound.
We sort C by the size Ir(C)l of the neighbourhood of each C E %. The computation of 1 C(, for each C E %?, can be done in O(log n) CREW-time and O(n + m) processors. The sorting procedure can be done in O(log n) time and O(n) processors [S] .
We assume that the sorted order of %? is (C, ,..., C,). For each i = l,..., k, we compute the set Di of those neighbours w of v such that the least common ancestor of u and w is between the 0-labelled vertex corresponding to Ci and the 0-labelled vertex corresponding to Ci + 1, i.e. Di = r(Ci+,)\r(Ci). D, is the set of those neighbours w of u that are adjacent to any nonneighbour of U, i.e. D, = T(C, ). Note that Di is empty iff r(Ci) = T(Ci+ r). This is equivalent to the statement that both sets have the same cardinality if G is a cograph. The sets Di are computed as follows:
l Foreachi=l,...,k,letwibeavertexinCi.
l w E Di-1 iff VW E E and i = min(k + l,jlwjw E E). Such procedure needs O(n + m) processors and O(logn) time.
We recursively apply the cotree procedure to all connected components C E %7 and all vertex sets Di. Since degree(u) > (l/a)( 1 VI), f or each C E '%', JC( < ((a -1)/a) ((a -1)/a) 1 VI, all Di have a cardinality not exceeding ((a -1)/a) 1 VI. Therefore, a log* n time bound of the cotree construction in each component C E %? or Di guarantees a log* n time bound in this step. Since all C E %Z are pairwise disjoint, a linear processor bound for the cotree construction procedure in each recursion step guarantees a linear processor bound also in this step.
5. Let rc be the root of the cotree of C E %. Let ti be the root of the cotree corresponding to Di. Compute a cotree for G as follows:
l For each C E %', we introduce a tree vertex Par(tc) which is the parent of t,.
l Let tj := ti, if ti is I-labelled. Otherwise if fi is 0-labelled then we introduce a new tree vertex ti which is the parent of ti (ti := PUr(ti)). If Di is empty then ti and ti are not defined. l Identify those tree vertices Pur(t,) where (f (C)( are equal. Note that C E %'which are equal form a chain Ci, Ci + i , . . , Ck and that Di, ...,Dk_l are empty if G is a cograph. That means that the parent of identified vertices tc is uniquely defined if G is a cograph.
l If there is a vertex whose parent is not uniquely defined then give out the message "not a cograph". This step can be done in O(logn) time and O(n) processors.
We consider now the case that for all vertices, the degree of the vertices is greater than ((a -l)/a)l P' or less than (l/u)1 VI.
We denote the set of vertices with degree < (l/u)1 P'l by L (low degree) and the set of vertices of degree > ((a -l)/a)l VI by H (high degree).
We shall see that we can deal with low degree vertices in a similar way as the nonneighbourhood of a single vertex.
Lemma 4. For each connected component C of G 1 L, there is a I-labelled vertex t of the cotree T of G, such that C = T, n V.
Proof. Consider v, w E L, such that VW E E. Then t:= LCA(v, w) is 1-labelled. It remains to prove, that all leaves of T1 are in L. Let t 1, . . . , fk be the (0-labelled) children of t. Moreover, let f1 be the child oft which is an ancestor of v and t2 be the child of t which is an ancestor of w.
Denote by xi the number of vertices in Vn T,, and by x the number of vertices u such that LCA(u, t) is a I-labelled proper ancestor of t. Moreover, let Then the degrees of v and w can be written as follows:
degree(v)=x,+ xxj+xGi/VI I+! and degree(w)=x,+ ~xj+x<~IV(. /#2
Trivially, x,. < x1 and x, < x2. Then it is easily seen that i: Xj+X~~,~l.
j= 1
Therefore, all vertices in Vn T, have a maximal degree of (2/a)l VI. Since all vertices have high or low degree and since we may assume that a > 3, we get degree(u) d (l/a)\ VI, for all u E T, n V. q
As in the case of connected components of the nonneighbourhood of v we can prove the following analogous result.
Lemma 5. Let C1 and C2 be connected components of L, and for i = 1,2, let ti be the root of the cotree of G( Ci. Then Par(tI) and Par(t2) are on one pathfrom some leqfto the root of the cotree T of G.
Proof. Assume that S(t,) and S(t,) are not on one path of T. Then t' := LCA(Par(tI), Par(t,)) = LCA(t,, t2)
is 0-labelled since tl and t2 are roots of the cotrees of different connected components of G (L. Let t; , . . , t; be the children oft'. Let tfl be the child oft' which is an ancestor of t 1 and t; be the child oft' which is an ancestor of t2. By the assumption, for i = 1,2, we get tl # ti. Therefore, we find children t;' and t; of t; and t;, respectively, which are not ancestors or descendents oft 1 or t2, respectively. Note that t; and t; are 1-labelled and ty and t'; are 0-labelled.
Consider now, for i = 1,2, a vertex vi E V/n T,,. Then for each vertex Wi E Vn T,,, we get
LCA(Ui, Wi) = t:
and therefore ViWi E E. Therefore, Tty n V is a subset of the high degree vertex set H.
Let vi be defined as above. Then for j = 1, . . . . ksuchthatj#ianduET,;n V,we know UiU # E since LCA(vi,u) is the 0-labelled t'. Therefore, We get the following:
and therefore,
As we have seen before, there exist high degree vertices Vi in T,,. Consider the set
This set is equal to the following:
{U E V\T,,: LCA(Vi, U) is 1-labelled} = (U E V\T,,: UUi E E).
We can easily see that I&'[ 3 ((a -3)/a)l VI.
On the other hand let Wi E Ci and therefore be a low degree vertex in T,,. Then
~={(u~ V\T,': UwiEE}.
Therefore, the cardinality of ~2 is at most (I/a)] VI. This is a contradiction, if we set a>4. 0
In the same way as in Lemma 2, we can prove the following.
Lemma 2a. Let Cl and C2 be connected components of G 1 L and t 1 and t2 be the roots of the cotreesfor G(CI and GIC2, respectively. Then Par(t,) < Par(t2) ifr(C,) c T(C,).
To guarantee small cardinalities in the recursion step, we show the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Each connected component of L has a size qfat most (2/a)/ VI.
Proof. Let C be a connected component of L with cotree root t. Let tl, . . . , tk be the It remains to consider the component V' which is too large. As mentioned in Lemma 6, V' contains no low degree vertex, i.e. the degree of each vertex in GI C" is bounded by (l/a)1 VI 6 ( l/(a -1))1 VI. Therefore, the complement ($1 V' of G I I" does not contain a high degree vertex. Moreover, the number of edges of GI V' is bounded by (l/u)1 VI I v'/ < ((u -2)/a)l V'I VI (if a > 4). Since the complement of v' has at most l/u vertices. any 13 E V' has at least ((a -2)lu)l VI neighbours in V'. Therefore, the number of edges of G\ V' is bounded by the number of edges in GI V'. Therefore.
we can compute the complement of G( f" in O(logn) time with O(n + m) processors. and to decompose G( V', we can decompose GI V in the same way as G. The only difference is that cl V has only low degree vertices, i.e. to decompose G/ I/" into smaller components, we only have to compute the connected components of G1 I". Note that all connected components of GI V' have a cardinality of at most (2.
(1)1 VI (see Lemma 6) .
Algorithmically, we can proceed as follows. I. Compute the complement GI V' of GI V'. 2. Compute the set 9 of connected components of GI v'.
3. Apply recursively the cotree computation procedure, for all D E 9, and let t,) be the root of the cotree of CID.
4. For each 19 E 8, the parent of tD is the root vertex tV' of G/ V. 5. The root vertex tv. is 1-labelled. Since G\%D is connected, for each D E 9, the root tD is I-labelled in the cotree s, of G? V. Therefore, tD is 0-labelled in the cotree FD of G\,, V'. It is easily seen that all steps can be done in logarithmic time and a linear number of processors. Since each C' E $7; has at most ((a -1)/u)\ VI vertices, the whole cotree procedure has an O(log' n) time bound.
It rrmuins to ter[fv that the luhelled tree (T,f') us just constructed is the cotrw of G.
The simplest way would be to check, for each pair of adjacent vertices, whether their least common ancestor is I-labelled and, for each pair of nonadjacent vertices, whether their least common ancestor is 0-labelled. For such a procedure, O(n2) processors are necessary. To get a processor bound of O(n + m) in polylogarithmic time, we check, for each pair of adjacent vertices, whether their least common ancestor is 1-labelled and compare the number of edges of G with the number of edges of the cograph which is represented by (7',S).
We proceed as follows. 1. We check, whether for each uw E E, the tree vertex LCA(u, w) is 1-labelled. This can be done in logarithmic time and O(n + m)/log n processors. 2. We compute the number P of edges which are in the cograph represented by (r,f). 3. We compare Z and the number of edges in G. This can be done in one time step. To execute 2, we proceed as follows.
Make each one labelled vertex of T binary by replacing each 1-labelled vertex t with children t 1, . . . . tk by a binary tree S, with root t and leaves tl, . . . . tk. Label each nonleaf vertex of S, by 1. Note that the condition that each path from any vertex to the root is @l-alternating is violated.
For each vertex t of T, compute the size #t of the set of leaves of the tree T, consisting of all descendents oft in T. (This can be done in O(log n) time using O(n) processors by Euler cycle techniques [31] ). For each 1-labelled vertex t with children tl and t2, compute the number e, of edges of the corresponding cograph, having t as least common ancestor:
e, := #tl -#t2.
Set e" := Et l_Iabelledet.
Obviously, all steps of 2 can be done in logarithmic time and a linear processor bound. Hereby Theorem 1 is proved.
The parallel recognition of distance hereditary graphs
Using the fact that cographs can be recognized in O(log2 n) time and O(n + m) processors, we get a parallel version of the algorithm of Hammer and Maffray 1171 to recognize distance hereditary graphs. Proof. We begin with a description of the algorithm of Hammer and Maffray [17] . Afterwards we parallelize each step of the algorithm. 1. We pick up a vertex a E V and compute the sets Li := {x E V: the distance between x and a is i}. Remark. In [17] , tied vertices are defined as follows: z is called a descendent of x iff there is a path from x to z, say (x1, . . . . xk) with the property that with Xi E L,, xi+l E Lq+l. Therefore by induction hypothesis, x1 and y, have a common neighbour in Li+z. But then xl and y, have the same neighbours in Li. Therefore, x1 and y, are neighbours of x and y. Therefore, x and y share a neighbour in Li+ 1.
Two vertices in
Our aim is to parallelize each step in a linear processor bound and a log2 n CREW-PRAM time bound.
Step 1 can be done as follows.
l We compute a quasi-breadth-first-search tree T, i.e. a rooted spanning tree of G such that for no xy E E\ET, x is an ancestor of y in T or vice versa: We compute a spanning tree for G [29] , extend the rooted version with root a to the enumertion of a total ordering < (by computing the distances from the root with respect to T [31] and sorting [S] ) and set (x, y) E ET iffy is the < -largest element, such that xy E E. (V, ET) is a quasi-breadth-first-search tree for G.
l Li is set to be the set of vertices x, such that the unique path from x to a in the quasi-breadth-first-search tree T is of length exactly i. l We test, for xy E E, x E Li and y E Lj, whether )i -jl ,< 1. If not, then G is not distance hereditary.
Steps 2 and 3 are combined to one stop.
We compute the *i-equivalence classes in the following way. We compute the set Vi of connected components of the graph Gi consisting of the vertices in Li u Li+ 1, the edges of G/ Li and the edges VW E E, such that v E Li and w E Li+ 1. This can be done in O(log' n) time and O(n + m) processors [29] .
Clearly, under the assumption that we have a distance hereditary graph, the equivalence classes of ki are exactly the sets of the form C n Li, such that C E pi.
Step 4 can be executed in O(log' n) time and O(M + m) processors by Theorem 1. In step 5 we first compute the set of Sj (O(logn) time and O(n + m) processors). Then we check, for each Rj and S'j, whether XY E E, for all x E Rj and all y E Sj. We do it in that way that we check, for x, y E Rj G Li, whether they have the same neighbours in Li_ 1. That can be done in O(logn) time and O(n + m) processors. It remains to check that each Sj is in some R, and that the Sj in any R, form an arboreal set system. We do this by checking that for each i, the system of Sj and R, which are subsets of Li the arboreality condition is satisfied. We proceed as follows (compare also the y-acyclicity test in [9] ). Let Wi be the collection of Sj and RI contained in Li. Then for each x E Li, we sort &?', = {X E %?i: v E X} by their cardinalities.
Let 2'x = {Xi, . . . , X,}. Then set SUC(Xi, x) = Xi+ 1. We eliminate duplicates in all appearing X E Bi and check whether SUC(X,x) with x E X is independent from x. If not, then G is not distance hereditary. Otherwise, we set SUC(X) = SUC(X,x), for some (all) x E X. The last step is to check, for each X E g', whether X c SUC(X), if SUC(X) is defined. All these steps can be done in logarithmic time and a linear processor bound. To execute step 6 we proceed as follows. We compute, for each x E Li, the set G(x) of maximal Sj not containing x but containing a neighbour of x. We proceed as follows. We compute, for each edge xy E E with x, y E Li, the smallest S,j, say 9 containing x and y by applying the LCA-procedure on the tree with parent function SUC.
Afterwards, we add the S' into N"(x) that contains y and has the property SUC(S') = s".
Note that the sets S belonging to G(x) are incomparable by inclusion and therefore pairwise disjoint.
The last substep of step 6 is to compare the degree of x with Cs,,(,,lS(. If the two numbers are equal, then we continue in step 7. Otherwise G is not distance hereditary.
Step 7 can trivially be done in O(logn) time and O(n + m) processors. Hereby Theorem 2 is proved.
Conclusions
The following graph classes have now parallel polylogarithmic recognition algorithms with a linear processor bound.
l chordal graphs 1211, l strongly chordal graphs [9] (for a nonlinear processor bound, see also [l l 
Note added in proof
Recently He published a cograph recognition algorithm working with O(n + m) processors in O(log' n) time on a CRCW-PRAM [32] .
